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RSPB Pin Badges - A History
How it all started—September 1996
It was over 100 years since the RSPB first came into existence, and things had moved
on a long way from the group of women who had campaigned so successfully against
the slaughter of birds for the hat trade. Now the RSPB were managing around 150
nature reserves, and were at the forefront of tackling the many issues that threaten our
wildlife and environment.
The RSPB was also heading towards a million members whose help is vital to support
the charity’s work. It was the push towards this amazing milestone that prompted the
first RSPB pin badges, the “Million Members Stick-Pin”. For just a small suggested
donation people could support the RSPB and take away an attractive reminder of their
gift.
Four enamelled badges - Bittern, Bullfinch, Puffin and Red Kite - were commissioned
and produced by manufacturers ‘West Country Marketing’, and distribution started in the
1997/98 F/Y. There is no record why these species were selected, but the Bittern was
part of a concerted conservation effort to try and cling onto this enigmatic reedbed bird,
which was on the verge of extinction in the UK. The Red Kite was also a species on the
brink, but the RSPB was on a mission to bring it back to its former haunts. But the Puffin
and Bullfinch? We can imagine that that was purely on looks - they must be two of the
most attractive and popular birds.

#8 Bittern
‘original’

#13 Bullfinch

#7 Puffin

#3 Red Kite
with green wing tips

You will notice that the badge numbers look out of sequence! Numbering didn't start
until 2000/01, but the order chosen was random and not according to production runs.
In the following year, 1998/99, four more pins were added, all of highly charismatic
species - the evocative Lapwing, the garden-favourite Robin, the
endangered Hen Harrier, and our most colourful bird, the Kingfisher

#2 Lapwing

#6 Robin

#Hen Harrier
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#15 Kingfisher

In 1999/2000 a further four badges of popular species were added - Barn Owl, Great
Spotted Woodpecker, Blue Tit and the Swallow - bringing the total to twelve. The
collection was slowly growing!

# 10 Barn Owl

# 5 Great Spotted Woodpecker # 9 Blue tit

# 4 Swallow

In 2000/01, three further badges were commissioned - Goldfinch and Wigeon in enamel,
and a special silver ‘coloured’ issue of the Skylark for the Millennium, chosen because
by now its populations were known to be declining so dramatically. It was an emblem for
the era, a once common bird whose celebrated song was now being lost from so much
of the countryside.

# 14 Goldfinch

11 Wigeon

12 ‘Millennium’ Skylark

From 2001/02, the badges were manufactured by Rocket Badges of London. West
Country Marketing continued to supply the old designs.
In 2001/02, the RSPB commissioned and produced five new enamelled badges - Mute
Swan, Avocet, Yellowhammer, Green Woodpecker and the first international-flavour of
the collection, the European Bee-eater.

#17 Yellowhammer #18 Mute Swan

#19 Green Woodpecker

#20 European Bee-eater
The five issued in 2001/02, (#16-20), had for the first time, their numbers printed on their
presentation backing cards.
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The five issued in 2001/02, (#16-20), had for the first time, their numbers printed on their
presentation backing cards.
In 2000 over £77,000 was raised from pin badges; in 2001 this rose to over £200,000
In 2001, a percentage of the collection went to RSPB partnership work abroad, the
amount donated being approximate to the value from the Bee-eater pin donations.
So there had then been twenty different designs at this point. Or had there?! In fact,
there was the ‘other’ RSPB Bullfinch, facing left rather than right, made for distribution
by Centre Parcs, to mark their involvement with the RSPB. There was also a Bittern,
commissioned by the Co-operative bank to promote their work with the Society and
especially their involvement with the wetlands, released in November 2001. There are
also ‘different’ red kites, the original, with green wing tips another with black, although
officially these are the same issue pin, and this pin has also latterly been manufactured
with an orangey body.

The Centre Parcs
Bullfinch

The Intermediate
Red Kite with Black
Wingtips

Yet another Red Kite
with orangey body

The Co-operative Bank’s involvement with the pin badge campaign in 2001 had raised
nearly £3000 from badges available on their branch counters.

#21 ‘The Co-operative’ Bittern

#8 (for comparison)

Because the general campaign has flourished, it was decided to number the badges in
2000/01 but instead of numbering the originals in order of issue, they were simply drawn
from the box and numbered that way, so we then had a system of numbering which
went:
1 Hen Harrier 2. Lapwing 3. Red Kite 4. Swallow 5. Great Spotted Woodpecker
6. Robin 7. Puffin 8. Bittern 9. Blue Tit 10. Barn Owl 11. Wigeon 12. Skylark 13.Bullfinch
14.Goldfinch 15.Kingfisher 16.Avocet 17. Yellowhammer 18. Mute Swan
19. Green Woodpecker 20. Bee-eater.
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For the 2002/03 Pins, we turned to our RSPB Local Groups. These are the dedicated
groups of volunteers out in the community who organise all sorts of social and
fundraising activities for the RSPB. We asked the committees to shortlist four birds for
production and they chose Tree Sparrow, Nuthatch, Gannet, and Long-tailed Tit .

# 21 Tree Sparrow
Tit

#22 Nuthatch

#23 Gannet

#24 Long-tailed

As 2002 was such a good year for takings from pin badge sales, it was decided to issue
more mid-year, and in November 2002 the Snowy Owl, was launched. The popularity of
Harry Potter and his pet Snowy Owl, Hedwig, made this a popular choice.

#25 Snowy Owl
As the millennium was now well out of the way, it was also decided to update the #12
Skylark pin with a ceramic colour coating, and to re-design #11 the Wigeon, which
hadn’t been a particularly good seller.

New 11 Re-designed Wigeon

New 12 Enamelled Skylark

The badges for the next season (2003/04) were again short listed by local groups, and
the choice made was: 26 Wren, 27 Capercaillie, 28 Song Thrush, 29 Waxwing and 30
Osprey. These were initially issued at the Spring 2003 Members Weekend, and took
the ‘series’ collection to 30. The American number symbol, that of the hash (#), was
omitted from the backing cards.

26 Wren

27 Capercaillie

28 Song Thrush
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29 Waxwing

30 Osprey

For the financial year 2002/03 the sum raised from pins was in the region of £130,000,
again a record!
In late 2003 some of the less popular pins such as the Wigeon and the Skylark were
dropped and efforts were made to establish just how many of the less popular pins were
still unsold. This was needed to put the scheme on a more secure financial footing and
eliminate the cost of producing and distributing the slow movers of the range.
A project to be known as the National Sustainable Income Project (NSIP) was launched
and twenty of these ‘slow movers’ were gradually removed from general circulation,
leaving a core ten pins to each collection box. It is likely that the quality of the pins is
also critical, and the withdrawal so shortly after their introduction of the Song Thrush and
Wren may have been down to their inferior design.
The core ten pins being left in circulation at this time were: 4 Swallow, 6 Robin, 7 Puffin,
9 Blue tit, 10 Barn owl, 13 Bullfinch, 14 Goldfinch, 15 Kingfisher, 19 Green woodpecker,
and 24 Long-tailed tit.
There were to be no new pin designs for the general series in 2004, but there were
some regional pins being developed. The Grey Heron, ringed plover and Brent goose
from the ‘No Airport at Cliffe’ campaign, and the Peregrine.

The Heron was an ideal flagship for the campaign to stop the idea of building the world’s
biggest airport slap bang across some of the most protected places for waterbirds in
Europe. What is traditionally the largest breeding colony of Herons in Britain is at our
Northward Hill nature reserve, which would have been completely destroyed by the
airport. The Peregrine meanwhile was still very rare and heavily persecuted. These
were added as numbers 31 and 32 respectively.
In addition, the Avocet, the logo bird of the RSPB was redesigned.
The Puffin was re-issued in November 2004 on a new backing card bearing the logo,
“Safeguard our sea life”, and a Wandering Albatross was issued for the campaign to
stop the damaging long-line fishing practice.
In December 2004 the Wren, the Song thrush, the Avocet, and the Yellowhammer were
re-designed.

Wren

Song Thrush

Avocet
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Yellowhammer

In the summer of 2004, it was decide to produce a
Wandering Albatross to support the ‘Save the Albatross’
campaign, and in 2005, the Wandering Albatross was
issued.
In October 2005 there was a complete re-organisation
in the way pins were dispatched and marketed. For the
first time, insects and mammal pins were issued, and
the new pins had different backing cards. The series
was called “British Wildlife”, and included birds.

The mammals included in the British Nature set
were: Baby Common Seal, Badger, Bottle Nose Dolphin, Otter, Fallow Deer, Hedgehog, Pipistrelle Bat,
Red Squirrel, White Hare. Insects were: Common
Blue Damselfly, Ladybird, Peacock Butterfly, Red
Admiral, Sand Lizard, and Great Yellow Bumblebee.
After a short run of the latter this badge changed to
the Yellow Bumblebee and an extra black stripe was
added to its abdomen.
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The birds in the British Wildlife collections were: Blackbird, Chaffinch, Common Tern,
Golden Eagle, Goldcrest, Great Tit, House Sparrow, Jay, Kestrel, Little Egret,
Oystercatcher, Shag and Tawny Owl.

Blackbird

Goldcrest

Kestrel

Chaffinch

Great Tit

Common Tern

Golden Eagle

House Sparrow

Oystercatcher

Shag

Jay

Tawny Owl

Note that the Oystercatcher is flying. An image of one sitting was used on a proof badge
and is not available—only two were made!
In March 2006 the Natterjack Toad, Small Tortoiseshell Butterfly, Swift, Black-tailed
Godwit, Mallard and flying Osprey were added to the collection. The Natterjack, with its
distinctive yellow line down its back, is found in the heathland pools at the RSPB’s
headquarters The Lodge. The Osprey is of course the big draw to our Loch Garten
reserve, to where they first returned after becoming extinct in the UK.

Natterjack Toad

Small Tortoiseshell
Butterfly

Swift

Black-tailed
Godwit

Mallard

Osprey (revised)
By April 2007, several new pins had been added: the Buzzard, Cirl Bunting, Common
Crane, Dartford Warbler, Greenfinch, Kittiwake, Pied Wagtail, and Turtle Dove.
Dropping off the list were Green Woodpecker, Skylark, Waxwing, Chough, Black-winged
Stilt, Gannet, Little Egret and Avocet.
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By April 2007, several new pins had been added: the Buzzard, Cirl Bunting, Common
Crane, Dartford Warbler, Greenfinch, Kittiwake, Pied Wagtail, and Turtle Dove.
Dropping off the list were Green Woodpecker, Skylark, Waxwing, Chough, Black-winged
Stilt, Gannet, Little Egret and Avocet.

Buzzard (revised)

Greenfinch

Cirl Bunting

Common Crane

Kittiwake

Pied Wagtail

Dartford Warbler

turtle Dove

The Crane was produced as a special pin for our East England region and was not
generally available in our collection boxes, as was the Kittiwake which was available in
Scotland and the South East.
In the insect and mammal selection, a Swallowtail butterfly was
added, such a gorgeous and rare feature of some of our Norfolk
broads reserves such as Strumpshaw Fen, and the White Hare was
removed.

A new Snowy Owl, this one perched, was released for the Climate Change awareness
project. Here is a creature that is like the bird equivalent of the Polar Bear, requiring the
tundras of the world to breed.

Also, in May 2007, the Crested Tit was created (limited to 1000) but was only available
to the general public if they became a ‘Friend of Abernethy’. This was supplied on it’s
own backing card.
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In November 2007 a seasonal Robin, wearing a hat and scarf, was introduced on its
own backing card and in the subsequent year (November 2008) a second edition was
created.

In July/August 2007, six new international badges were released to promote the work
in Sumatra helping to save the rainforests there. These were: Sumatran Tiger, Sumatran Elephant, Sun Bear, Rhinoceros Hornbill, Argus Pheasant, and Red Naped Trogon. These six badges were displayed on their own backing card and were the forerunner to the new backing cards that were to be used in 2008. These were larger and
folded into three, and contained an invitation to people to join the RSPB to support our
work. This was not really a new idea, as our first four badges created in 1997 were
supplied with a slip of paper in a sealable plastic bag again inviting people to join the
RSPB.

Sumatran Tiger
bill

Sumatran Elephant

Sun Bear
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Rhinoceros Horn-

Also at this time, the RSPB tried a new manufacturer who produced a limited run of
three bird of prey badges: a revised Red Kite, Hen Harrier and the new Peregrine head.
This was to support our Birds of Prey campaign, given that so many continue to be
illegally persecuted around the UK each year.
The Peregrine’s dark head was created by using the base metal as the colour, but
subsequent production of this by our normal supplier used black enamel. We also
introduced the new Starling badge. Only now that Starling populations have fallen so
drastically are people beginning to see the beauty and character of this once abundant
species—it has struggled so much that it is now on the Red List of Species of
Conservation Concern

Later in the year in October 2008, the RSPB added eight new flower badges. The
species included in this set are: Poppy, Snowdrop, Hairy Violet, Daffodil, Primrose,
Foxglove, Cornflower, and Daisy.

In addition to this two more species - Clouded Leopard and Agile Gibbon - were added
to the Sumatran range. The Great Argus Pheasant was not proving popular and was
dropped from this set.
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Argus Pheasant

Clouded Leopard

Agile Gibbon

Before these badges were put into production there were three original Sumatran badges that were used to generate support for this huge project. They were not supplied on
card and were Tiger (head), Rajah Brookes Birdwing Butterfly, and Red Naped
Trogon which was larger and a different colour to one supplied on backing card.

Tiger head

Rajah Brookes Birdwing Butterfly

Red Naped Trogon (original)

In October 2007 the British wildlife backing cards had the Scottish Charity number added. (Charity No. England and Wales 207076. Scotland No. SCO37654).
In April 2008 the new green ‘tri-folded ‘ backing cards were produced, and with this
change of backing card came some more new badges:

Bearded Tit

Corncrake

Nuthatch

Buzzard flying

Golden Oriole

Black Grouse

Chough flying

Great Crested Grebe

Stone Curlew

Easter Chick
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Lapwing

As 2009 approached the RSPB realised that quite a lot of stock was in circulation and
made the decision not to order more badges for that year.
However if you were fortunate enough to live in Scotland, a special Slavonian Grebe
badge was made and only available from the Scottish reserves - Loch Ruthven. This
badge was also produced on a new backing card which was delivered in May 2010. .

As May 2010 approached, there was much excitement with the intention to release 35
new badges. Many of our previous designs were to be removed from the current packs
to make way for these new designs which would be produced on the new standard
green backing card first revealed with the Slavonian Grebe. Instead of producing the
badges in three different packs they would be split into eight packs making them better
suited for distribution. These packs would be as follows
Bird of prey pack, new badges: Golden eagle (flying), Merlin, Hobby and
Sparrowhawk, and a re-released Marsh Harrier.
Garden bird pack, new badge: Magpie .
Flower pack – no new badges
Wildlife animals - new badges: Fox, Highland Cattle and Red Deer Stag.
Wildlife bugs new badges: Comma Butterfly, Ruddy Darter, Emperor Dragonfly,
Garden Tiger Moth, Holly Blue Butterfly, Hummingbird Hawkmoth, Orange-tip Butterfly
and Raft Spider.
Waterlife birds new badges: Barnacle Goose, Dipper, Eider, Pintail, Spoonbill and
Teal.
Marine pack new badges Cuckoo Wrasse, Razorbill, Leatherback Turtle, Orca,
Seahorse, Starfish and Velvet Crab.
Scottish Pack: Crested Tit, Goldeneye, Highland Cow, Pine Marten, Ptarmigan,
Red deer Stag, Scottish Crossbill, Scottish Wildcat. Plus puffin and red squirrel

Scottish Crossbill

golden Eye

Pine Marten
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Ptarmigan

Highland Cow

Scottish Crossbill

Scottish Wildcat

red deer stag

In 2012 a new brand was created and all badges appeared on this new card.

And added even more badges to the standard range. Dormouse was added to the
Wildlife Animal pack, Shelduck to the Water life pack, and Long-eared owl to the Bird
of Prey pack.
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In addition Herring Gull, stonechat, linnet and Little tern were made available in some
parts of the country:

Working with the Girl Guides in the South-west a new set of badges on special cards
were produced for their fundraising project, and we had some of the badges made for
ourselves but we didn't have any on the GG cards.

Adder

Ammonite

Bluebell

Brimstone butterfly

We also thought it was time to introduce a winter range of badges to help encourage
more donations through the winter months.

Fieldfare

redwing

Siskin

Waxwing

Long tailed tit
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And three more Christmas badges to add to our Christmas Robins

Holly
Mistletoe
badge was removed in 2017)

Reindeer (due to a change in policy this

2013 new edition badges and backing cards

With the new brand change to Giving Nature a Home, we introduced a new backing
card.
We also added these badges to our collection:

Goshawk

Treecreeper

banded snail

Little tern
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Cinnabar moth

Stork with Napkin—for new babies

2014 new badges

Flying Fulmar

Kittiwake

2015 new badges added to the range

Bee Eater
Hoopoe

Little Owl

Long Eared Owl

We also decided to revamp some of our older designs to bring them up to the standard .
April 2015

Barn owl

Blackbird

Blue Tit

Chaffinch

Gold finch

Puffin

red kite

Robin

Song thrush
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April 2015 special edition

Nightingale
August 2015 redesigns

Bullfinch

great Tit

kingfisher

August 2015 special edition

White Tailed Eagle
Eurasian Curlew project

Birds without Borders project with new wood warbler badge
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Green Woodpecker

November 2015 revamped /new designs

To increase our range of badges for special
events we have added a swan heart
especially for weddings.

Defending Nature Campaign. A set was made to take to Brussels for the key debate:
s
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March 2016

Swan
Flying Crane

Hen Harrier

Wren

Brown Hare

Common Frog

Leatherback Turtle

This was produced to support our Little Tern EU funded project.
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July 2016

Badger - updated

Dog Rose

Hawthorn Shield Bug

Red squirrel—updated

Guillemot

Garden Spider

Lapwing standing

October 2016

Goosander

Long tailed duck
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Pochard

October 2016 continued

Shoveler

grey wagtail

Little ringed plover

Updated daffodil
March 2017
Rationalisation of the range continues to allow more new designs to be added.

House Martin

Jay

Redstart

skylark

Hairy Violet

Mallard

Bearded tit

Purple Emperor Butterfly
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July 2017

Yellowhammer

beaver

Due to the change in fundraising regulation a new Fundraising Regulation Board was created along with a new set
of logos. From July these new logos are being added to all the RSPB’s fundraising materials including the backing
cards for all the pin badges.

October 2017

Goldcrest—revamp

House sparrow—revamp

Smew
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Whooper swan

Special and limited editions
We have been slowly introducing ‘regional special edition’ pins, Chough and Peregrine were the first in April 2003. These are available only in specific areas of the
UK where these birds are present in the wild.
In the year 2000 we purchased an area of land which became our Rainham Marshes reserve in London. Containing one of the healthiest populations in Britain of the
fast-declining Water Vole, it seemed appropriate to create our ‘Vinny the Vole’
badge. Our reserve at Rye Meads in Hertfordshire also had a special badge .

Peregrine

Chough

Vinny the Vole

Rye Meads

In May 2005 it was decided to launch a special pin for our Titchwell reserve, in the
shape of ‘Sammy’ the long staying Black-winged Stilt. A White-tailed Eagle was also
produced to commemorate 100 years of the society working in Scotland.

Black-winged Stilt

White-tailed Eagle (limited to 2000)

In June 2007 our reserve at Minsmere funded the creation of a new badge only
available from the reserve. This was to celebrate the reserve’s 60th birthday and this
badge (Marsh Harrier) was limited to 2000.

In November 2010 four new regional badges were produced. Firstly the Bittern, an
important species that had shown increased breeding success, partly due to the
RSPB’s reserve management. Available from our Titchwell reserve. Secondly two
new badges, designed by members of the RSPB Pin Badge Collectors Group and
Friends of the Lodge, to celebrate 50 years at ‘The Lodge’ (The RSPB’s HQ).
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The Wallasea spoonbill completed the set.

2011 saw more introductions to the range

Dungeness purple heron

Dungeness Leaf hopper

Avocet cruise

Wex logo

It was also the year of our Welsh Centenary and a special set of badges was
produced. We also had a special presentation pack. There was only 600 Golden
Curlew produced to reflect how few breeding birds there are in Wales.
The following pages are now sorted by RSPB region
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HQ editions

2015 Defend Nature set

2016 Challenge event thank you badge

Parliamentary reception 2017
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Special editions by RSPB Region:
East Anglia reserves:

Minsmere avocet

Flatford stag beetle

Minsmere konik pony

Strumpshaw fen swallowtail caterpillar

Titchwell 40th Hen Harrier 2013

Lakenheath Flying crane 2015

Minsmere set to celebrate the 2014 summer season
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Lodge 50th Anniversary Sets

March 2016

28

July 2017

Redshank Frampton

Knot Snettisham

Silver studded blue butterfly Minsmere 70th
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Midlands reserves:

Middleton lakes lapwing

Coombes Valley fly agaric

Langford Lowfields 2014

Sandwell Valley August 2015

Sherwood Forest, both in 2016
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South West projects:

This shag was only for distribution at music festivals!

2014 cirl bunting project
Arne golden Dartford Warbler

New chough design 2016.

2017 return of the flying chough

Firecrest for Arne
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North England reserves:

Dee estuary black tailed godwit (2012)

Bempton Cliffs

Twite (2012)

(2013)

Blacktoft card—this card also had bittern and Hen
harriers (2013)

Dove Stone (2013)
Fairburn Ings (2013)
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2014 hen Harrier project

Saltholme 5th Birthday

Leighton Moss 50 years

Hen Harrier Skydancer Project 2014

New Bempton Centre

Coquet Island November 2015
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Bempton special editions

March 2017 willow tit

Water Rail Saltholme

Marsh fritillary

July 2017 Redshank Hesketh Out
Moor,

October 2017 Salmon Haweswater
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WALES

The centenary set. These badges were also available singly.

Choughs

July 2017

Silver puffin South stack
Greenland white-fronted goose
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Wales continued:

2017—charity of the year.
South East reserves;

Dungeness short-haired bumblebee (2012)

Brighton & Hove herring gull (2012)

Pagham Harbour (2013)

Maid of Kent 2017

Roseate Tern 2017
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July 2017Tate peregrine

Scotland :

V&FA project, Scotland

Red necked phalarope, Fetlar

Barons Haugh, anniversary 2014

Kittiwake for the sandeel project 2014

Lochwinnoch 40th Anniversary editions—great spotted woodpecker and otter
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2014 editions added to the range

Dolphinwatch (2014)

60th anniversary year of the Ospreys

Dolphinwatch 2015, change of sponsors

Dolphinwatch 2016 version

East Scotland Sea Eagle 2015

Balnarald Anniversary
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Scotland continued: 2017

Loch Leven anniversary 2017

July 2017 Greenland White fronted goose Loch Lomond

July 2017 Slavonian Grebe Loch Ruthven

October 2017 Black necked grebe

Great yellow bumblebee
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Northern Ireland:

Our standard Christmas Robins given a snowy look for 2014.
March 2015 new Irish backing card set

Sample showing the back of the above cards

Sunflower Festival August 2016
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International badges
All around the world, in different countries, are sister organisations to the RSPB, all
working in partnership under the umbrella charity BirdLife International. Or, to put it
another way, the RSPB is BirdLife International’s UK’s partner. The RSPB is very
blessed to have lots of experience to share, and one way we have done this is through
our pin-badge scheme. You have already read about the Bee-Eater badge that was
made to help our overseas projects but the RSPB has also produced other badges
requested by our overseas partners.
These aren’t regularly available in Britain, and it has been difficult to track down the
history of these badges before 2008.
It is hoped that new editions of these badges will be made available to the public but it
is dependent on whether new badges are commissioned Any badges that are available
will be put for sale on the RSPB’s ebay site as they are likely to be in small numbers.

Volunteer Long Service badges
In 2001, the International Year of the Volunteer, a special pin was made that was an
oval relief, Avocet. They were given out in very specific circumstances. In the RSPB’s
Central England Regional, for example, they were issued to retiring committee members
as a thank you for all their hard work over the years, and were also given to all
attendees at the 2001 ‘Volunteers Conference’ in Corby.

Also in 2001, as part of a project conceived by the Volunteer Unit, RSPB volunteers with
long service were presented with special badges. They were a Swift for 5 years’ service,
Puffin for 10 years, Kingfisher for 15 years, and Osprey for 20 years, all presented in
plastic display boxes. There was then an Avocet (silver plated) for 25 years service, an
oval white gold Bittern for 30 years, a rose gold Red Kite for 35 years and a 9ct gold
Golden Eagle for 40 years service.

5 years’ service
Swift

10 years’ service
Puffin

15 years’ service
Kingfisher
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20 years’ service
Osprey

25 years’ service
30 years’ service
‘Sterling Silver’ Avocet 9ct White Gold

35 years’ service
9ct Rose Gold

40 years’ service
9ct Gold

Unfortunately these ‘non-ceramic’ pins don’t reproduce very well in print! These badges
are not available to purchase.

Other non ‘series’ pins.
It was decided in November 2002 that the Wildlife Explorers, the RSPB group for young
people, should have their own set of pins. The characters from the childrens’ magazines
were chosen, and three characters, #1 ‘Owlbert’ the Tawny Owl, #2 ‘Rookie’ the Rook,
and #3 ‘Red’ the Red Squirrel, were created and numbered one two and three in that
order. These are easily distinguishable in collection boxes as they are mounted on red
trimmed cards with the Wildlife Explorers’ logo.

#1 Owlbert

#2 Rookie

#3 Red

In the early 1990s this badge showing a diving gannet was issued to anyone on a RSPB
cruise from Bridlington who joined the RSPB whilst on board. This pin was part of a
campaign to preserve sea life.

In 2013 we changed our brand and logo
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RSPB pin badge collectors group.
With such a diverse and exciting range of RSPB pin badges, some of them with very
small production runs, their collectability was increasing. Members of the public were
selling RSPB pin badges on e-bay for quite considerable sums, and it became clear that
there was a need for a resource to help collectors locate rarer badges, and the potential
to raise more money to support the RSPB’s incredible range of work.
So in January 2008 the RSPB Pin-badge Collectors Group was formed. Co-ordinated by
a volunteer in the South-East region. Old stocks of RSPB badges were recalled from
local groups and regional offices. To help ensure that rarer badges raise money for
conservation, the Collectors Group decided that it to should offer these them for more
than the traditional suggested donation of £1. In its first year, the group raised a
fantastic £32,000, and membership of the group soon topped 100.
For a reasonable joining fee, the collectors received up-to-date information on new
releases, access to proof badges that are often different to the production run, and
access to the old original and rarer badges that were still available.
Members were also able to access some of the RSPB’s International badges that were
made by the RSPB for its Birdlife international partners. Limited to 100/200 of each they
were issued on a new numbered Collectors Group card and only offered to members of
the group.

It was suggested that the Collectors Group had a members’ badge. By using the design
of an old RSPB badge and swapping the bird species with something more appropriate
to collectors (the Magpie!), the badge was created, and kindly funded by the group’s first
member, Mr C.M. Frood.

By the end of 2012 it was becoming increasing clear that the Pin Badge Collectors
Group was unable to provide new and existing collectors with badges older than those
in the current range as all the ones they previously had in stock had been sold. With the
RSPB registered volunteers selling the badges on ebay to raise funds, there was also
another outlet for collectors to obtain the limited edition badges. Therefore with no
additional benefit to supporters to pay to be a member of this Group the decision was
taken for it to close. A victim of its own success!
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* So who would have thought it?! Those little badges pinned to many a lapel, hat or
binocular strap have given so much pleasure to so many, and at the same time have
generated an amazing amount of funds to help conserve amazing wildlife and wildlife
places. And now on top of that they are a genuine collectors’ item. You can just see
them turning up at an Antiques Roadshow of the future!

This document is not intended to be a full catalogue of all the badges and cards that
have been produced. Had we known their popularity when we started then we could
have taken photos of them or kept the artwork, but hindsight is a wonderful thing. As
we endeavour to keep this document up to date then we will add in images as we find
them.
As so little information was recorded when the badges were first produced it is entirely
possible that some of the ‘facts’ are incorrect. We have done the best we can using
archive material, orders to suppliers, talking to badge collectors and volunteers and of
course referring to the badges themselves.
The RSPB is grateful to Mr Barry Turner a pin badge enthusiast and RSPB volunteer
for the preparation of this ‘history’ of the RSPB pin badges up to 2010. The rest of the
information has been added by RSPB staff.
However, if you think there is something we have missed then please get in touch and
let us know.
Email: CommunityMarketing@rspb.org.uk
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